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I

n North America, community asset
management traditionally focuses
on hard engineered assets—water
mains, sanitary and storm sewers,
roads, and so on. However,
communities are starting to recognise
the value of natural assets and their role
in local government service delivery, and
to include natural assets in their asset
management programs.
Natural assets include urban forests,
soils, streams and aquifers, as well as
broader watershed systems. Watersheds
are natural, integrated systems that absorb

precipitation across a landscape, and
convey it slowly via shallow and deep
groundwater pathways to streams.
Although not all watershed
ecosystem services provide specific
community functions, they contribute
to community functioning. Aquifers,
for example, store drinking water.
Trees, soils, green spaces, wetlands
and waterways intercept, store, filter,
and convey rainwater, and lessen the
likelihood and severity of flash floods
during storms—often at less cost than
hard engineered assets do.

Typical community planning and
infrastructure servicing practices in the
past have led to extensive hard-landscape
surfaces that have eliminated natural
drainage and disrupted or short-circuited
the water-cycle (water-balance) within
urban watersheds. The results include two
extremes: drying creeks, wetlands and
aquifers, and flash flooding.
Restoring hydrologic integrity, and
thus the water balance, is key to a waterresilient future, and one of the aims of
BC’s new Water Sustainability Act. As
communities are finding, failure to protect

The New Paradigm
Watersheds as Infrastructure Assets
• A watershed is an integrated system.
• The three pathways by which rainfall reaches streams
are "infrastructure assets".
• The three pathways provide "water balance services".

The Three Pathways are:
over the land surface
deep vertical to groundwater
shallow horizontal through soil (interflow)
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Extensive hard-landscape
surfaces can disrupt drainage
patterns within urban
watersheds, leading to two
possible extremes: drying rivers,
streams and wetlands (This
Page Province of BC cc by-nc-nd
2.0), and flash flooding and
erosion during storms (Next Page
BC Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure cc by-nc-nd 2.0.).

water-balance pathways carries financial,
level-of-service and lifecycle costs for
taxpayers. These costs include expensive
and ongoing fixes in an era when local
governments are challenged to fund and
replace aging built infrastructure.
On the other hand, protecting
functioning water balance pathways in
community watersheds can:
• Decrease liability resulting from
drought or flood,
• Reduce capital and operational costs,
and
• Increase natural watershed/waterbalance services at less cost.
As such, communities would benefit
from shifting their definitions of
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community infrastructure to include entire
watersheds. Including the components and
pathways of a watershed system among
infrastructure assets, managing them as
integrated systems to maintain the natural
water balance within c ommunities, and
protecting them would help communities
avoid incurring expensive fixes and
unfunded liability. This kind of watershedsystems thinking includes all components
of a watershed, and encompasses both
human and ecosystem needs.

Shifting Community Asset
Management to Include Watersheds
The Partnership for Water Sustainability
in BC, a not-for-profit society that
promotes and advances the protection
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and management of natural and
engineered water resources in BC, Asset
Management BC, the Union of BC
Municipalities, and the Province of BC
share a commitment to an integrated,
whole-systems approach to community
development and infrastructure servicing.
These partners are working together to
advance integration of watershed assets
into everyday community infrastructure
planning and management through a
recent provincial initiative called Asset
Management for Sustainable Service
Delivery: A BC Framework.
Launched in 2015, the BC Framework
links directly to and provides support
and guidance in meeting the asset
management requirements under the
Gas Tax Fund. Stakeholders such as the
Province, Union of BC Municipalities,
Local Government Management
Association, Government Finance Officers
Association, Public Works Association,
Planning Institute of BC, BC Water and
Waste Association, and others, have
endorsed it as the framework for asset
management in BC.
The role of local government is to
deliver services, and the end goal of asset
management is achieving sustainable
service delivery. The BC Framework is
a powerful tool for local governments
to focus community planning and
infrastructure decision-making processes
on beneficial lifecycle outcomes right
from the start—making it a gamechanger. It encourages local governments
to plan for and act to support seamless
sustainable delivery of services to their
communities—and to protect, preserve,
restore, and manage their natural assets
in the same way they manage their hard
engineered assets.

Together, the partners strive to
integrate watershed-systems thinking into
the BC Framework. They look to use the
framework to initiate intergenerational
processes that institutionalise standards
of practice in planning, engineering,
environment, and finance that create
water-resilient communities. The desired
outcome is Sustainable Watershed
Systems through Asset Management.

Community Empowerment

The Province recognises that
communities are in the best position
to meet their own unique needs and
local conditions. The BC Framework’s
top-down and bottom-up approach
relies on education, enabling tools, and
collaboration to turn ideas into action.
Communities are diverse. Asset
management, and the best practices

time for an
upgrade?

that support it, must be scalable
to community size, character, and
capacity. The BC Framework focuses
on desired outcomes rather than
prescribed methodologies. This gives
local governments the flexibility to
develop and implement measured
and incremental approaches tailored
to the needs and capacities of their
communities.

Since graduation, you’ve upgraded your computer, your cell phone
and probably even your car. What about you? Isn’t it time you
thought about upgrading your knowledge and skills?

Upgrade — your way — with an on-line Master’s program.
The on-line Master’s program in Electric Power Engineering in the
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, University of
Waterloo, offers advanced, state-of-the-art, training in Electric Power
Engineering. The Program is designed for engineering personnel
from the electric power industry, electrical engineering graduates,
and other professionals looking to upgrade and accelerate their career
in the power and energy sector. The program offers a full spectrum
of courses, offered over three terms each year, which are relevant
to the power industry. Courses are taught by world-class faculty
members from the Department’s Power & Energy Systems Group;
one of the best power engineering research groups in North America.

Program Information
One of the following three program options is available to all
program participants:
» Master of Engineering (MEng) in Electric Power Engineering:
Awarded on completion of 9 courses

University of Waterloo | Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering

» Graduate Diploma (GDip) in Electric Power Engineering:
Awarded on completion of 6 courses
» Certificate of Completion: Awarded on completion of a single course.
The MEng and GDip Programs are fully approved by the Ontario Council
on Graduate Studies. For more information on course schedules, fees,
and other details, please visit ece.uwaterloo.ca/onlineMEng.

C009287

ON-LINE MASTER’S PROGRAM
In Electric Power Engineering
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Measure
and Report

Assess Asset
Management Practices

Asset Management Continuum
for Sustainable Service Delivery
As understanding grows, local governments will progress
incrementally along the Continuum.
Ground Zero: No Asset Management Plan exists.
A consequence is unfunded infrastructure liability.

Implement
Asset
Management
Practices

Integrate
to Long-term
Financial
Asset
Integrate
Plan
Management
to Long-term
Plan
Financial
Plan

Assess the
Current State
of Assets

Step One: Local governments embrace the BC Framework,
with an initial focus on core engineered assets, and embark
on an asset management strategy.
Step Two: Local governments start thinking holistically
and implement a life-cycle approach to infrastructure
decision-making; sustainable service delivery for
engineered assets becomes standard practice.

Asset
Management
Policy

Step Three: Local governments integrate natural systems
thinking and account for the water-balance services
provided by watershed systems.

Asset
Management
Strategy

Communities that embrace
sustainable service delivery typically
seek to address three general objectives:
• To more effectively manage, in the face
of scarce resources, the infrastructure
and assets that underpin quality of life
and economic productivity,
• To contain costs, taxes and risks, and
• To maintain community resilience
in the face of challenges, especially
climate change and weather extremes.
The BC Framework sets strategic
direction for asset management and

its implementation in BC. It gives
communities guidance to apply
science-based methodologies and
tools to plan for sustainability and
resilience. Most critically, it encourages
communities to think about what asset
management entails at the land-use
planning stage, when levels of service
that can be provided sustainably—fiscally
and ecologically—are determined.

Tools and Support

With the BC Framework providing
a roadmap for developing holistic,

The BC Framework encourages local governments to plan for and act to support
seamless sustainable delivery of community services and to manage natural
assets in the same way they manage hard engineered assets.
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integrated and incremental approaches
to asset management, community asset
management becomes an integrated
process that combines skills, expertise
and activities with information about
a community’s physical assets and
finances to make informed decisions
that support sustainable service delivery.
Asset management for sustainable service
delivery occurs alongside associated
evolution in community thinking. It is a
continuous quality-improvement process,
is incremental and scalable, and involves
three key stages:
1. Assessing capacity, demand and results,
2. Planning what needs to be done,
3. Implementing the plans.
A local government would
experience the asset management
process for sustainable service delivery
as a continuum that leads, in this case,
towards a water-resilient future.
Asset Management BC works to
ensure understanding and application
of sustainable service delivery
methodologies, provide related tools
and support knowledge transfer. The
Georgia Basin Inter-Regional Education
Initiative, led by the Partnership for Water
Sustainability, supports implementation
of fully integrated sustainable service
delivery by providing the technical
foundation for Sustainable Watershed
Systems through Asset Management.

The process includes process
components beyond development of
a plan that are necessary to:
• Refocus business processes to
properly manage community natural
infrastructure within the built
environment,

• Understand the lifecycle implications
of managing built and natural
environments as integrated components
of a healthy watershed, and
• Inform and educate elected
representatives, staff, and the
community.
(CONTINUES, PAGE 31)

Opening opportunities
with connected thinking
For almost 60 years, the designers, project managers,
and advisors at Mott MacDonald have contributed to
Canada’s most ambitious and significant projects.
Sea-to-Sky Highway. Vancouver SkyTrain. Toronto
subway system. New St. Clair River tunnel. Roughrider
Stadium. Pan America Games. Jubilee Plaza. John Hart
Generating Station. We look forward to helping you
meet the challenges of your projects.
Our team in Vancouver is supported by over 60 offices
in Canada and the USA and 16,000 staff worldwide.
We provide our clients with innovative and sustainable
infrastructure solutions.
604.681.4400
www.mottmac.com/americas

Roughrider Stadium in Regina,
Saskatchewan: Mott MacDonald’s
contribution to the conceptual design
created valuable opportunities for a
flexible, open-air venue enjoyable
during all seasons.
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Pathway to a Water-resilient Future

A watershed is an integrated system. Protecting headwater
streams and groundwater resources in BC requires that
communities expand their view from one that looks at a site in
isolation to one that considers all sites, the watershed landscape,
streams and foreshores, groundwater aquifers, and so on, as an
integrated system.
Asset Management for Sustainable Service Delivery: A BC
Framework links local government services, the infrastructure
that supports service delivery, and watershed health. Achieving
sustainable watershed systems through asset management
will need long-term commitment by communities, successive
municipal councils and regional boards, and generations of land
and water professionals. v
Partnership for Water Sustainability in BC Executive Director
Kim Stephens, P.Eng., has
led a series of initiatives related to water sustainability, rainwater
management and green infrastructure in the province. Since 2003,
he has been responsible for delivering
BC’s Water Sustainability Action Plan. The Partnership provides
services on behalf of government.
Glen Brown was a BC government executive director before
becoming the Union of BC Municipalities’ General Manager,
Victoria Operations. With Wally Wells, Glen helped establish
Asset Management BC and led development of Asset
Management for Sustainable Service Delivery: A BC Framework.
Brian Bedford is Director, Infrastructure and Engineering, with
the BC Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development.
He administers infrastructure funding programs for BC local
governments, encouraging innovative infastructure solutions, and
supporting asset management.
To learn more about Asset Management for Sustainable
Service Delivery: A BC Framework and how to apply it to
local community watersheds, attend Stephens et al.’s session,
Sustainable Watershed Systems Through Asset Management,
October 20 at APEGBC’s annual conference.

Reboot
your career

Apply for 1 of 3
$12,500 scholarships
from Engineers Canada and Manulife

Who’s eligible?
Professional engineers returning to
university for further study in an
engineering field.

For Scholarship details
and applications visit:
engineerscanada.ca/scholarships
Deadline: March 1, 2017

* The term ENGINEERING is an official mark owned by Engineers Canada.
Manulife and the Block Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance
Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under licence.
Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2J 4B8

